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with carefully directed discussion or monologues, the individual who is the target of this psychological violence is led into feelings of unease, unsettleness, and
anxiety. This is usually done after a target has been slandered, and a senitization of the slander theme has been done to the target. 

The criminals involved in this psychological violence will have debilitated the victims self confidence und undermined the victims psychology, prior to the meeting
by using senitizations related to themes of a slandering campaign, subtle disrespects and an array of covert harassment techniques that may include taste

alterations of drinks served at the meeting, or directed converstaions with the victim before the meeting. Overall, the victim will have been conditioned to feel a
heightened level of self-conscious and unease, thus laying the ground work for the person to appear unsettled when certain planned topics or words are said in the

meeting during the open disscussion monologues.    

All this is done to discredit the victim of this crime, in a carefully planned and executed psychological assault.

The person will typically have been labeled, through slander, as having hidden dark secrets, or as having committed some heinous crime, to members of the
meeting who are not part of the psychological harassment activity, and have no knowledge of it . These members of the meeting, who may include members of a

neighborhood watch, will be asked by those perpetrating the harassment , to observe the target when a monologue uses certain words, or when it goes into or
touches on certain topics that are associated with the the content of the slander.

All that is told to these people, the on lookers and recipients of the slander, is that certain topics will be brought up on purpose to see whether the person, the
victim, has some reaction. The victim, being senitized to these topics related to the slander, through an array of psychological harassments,  in a on going

campaing over a long period  of time, is utterly defenseless.  

After such a well crafted psychological staging, the victim appears, in the eyes of these, perhaps invited on lookers, in the meeting, to have commited some
crime, for the victim will appear to have some sensitivity to the topics chosen, thus leading people to believe the slander. Typically, the victims in these assults

are innocent people, who’s lives are being trashed and wrecked by criminals, memeber of AA/NA, or fellow clients within recovery facilities.            

The recovery industry, Alcoholics Anonymous,  and other 12 Step Groups seem to be arenas where the phenomena of terror stalking is able to be orchestrated
with precision. The moral health of many people in recovery has been battered through years of lying, cheating, stealing, and other criminal activity. They can
easily be led into the activities of terror stalking, cult revenge, and covert harassment. The victims of these crimes commited in 12 Step Groups, AA, and the

recovery industry are usually helpless. Having no way to defend themselves from the slander, and victims of the covert psychological harassments that are done
to substantiate the slander, over a long period of time, they become the weak, preyed upon by vicious criminally inclined people, who by acting as a group, are not
only veiled from any possible acknowledgement of the terrible wrong commited against an innocent defenseless person, but are vindicated from any guilt that may

derive from taking pleasures in such a dirty crime.

The substantiations of the slander that result from the craft of psychological sensitization and staged assults in a structured environment, are shallow and weak.
None the less people are suffering and their lives are being destroyed by a groups of people who validate some false moral reformation that they seemingly have

been brought through the groups ethos of AA/NA, by stalking, harassing and partaking in psychological violence directed at defenseless innocent people, who
become targets of hate.

This hate serves to galvanize the groups as a whole, creating the impression of having great power and total control. In addictions, as admitted in the 12 steps of
AA, these people are powerless over a substance, or some may interpret it as a powerlessness over the addiction, and that they have no control within their

lives. Seems to be that these people have issues with control and power.

Unity in the destructive hate crime of terror stalking, covertly done, gives them a sense of total control, and great power, in that the victim is turely at their mercy,
defenseless. AA  unity also creates a shared element where all have seemingly come out of a past life that was founded on deficiencies in moral character, and
now share the glory of sobriety, which to many of these people means their moral character is mystically revamped. The hidden aspect of the exercises of terror

stalking lend greatly to such a people.

Through heinous psychological violence perpetrated on an innocent person, these memebrs achieve a sense of moral uprightness that could not be achieved in
the world outside of AA, or the recovery industry.  AA/NA and the recovery community is a safe haven for people who have long sorted pasts, and are morally
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corrupt. The facilities of the recovery community and meetings of AA/NA are all places where terror stalking can be carefully planned and done, to innocent people
with little defense. Is this not a kind of rape, a violent act in which power is used to do great harm, injury and injustice, to the defenseless.
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October 8, 2008 at 7:29 pm

Anonymous

I’m not an addict and I don’t drink alcohol but I have been the victim of stalking, systematic and sustained psychological abuse and very serious slander. Your
article was really insightful.

I have been psychologically abused for years by some very sick, devious and disturbed people. At one point, people used to repeat certain words and topics over
and over again around me in order to sensitise me to these things. Then, I think what they were doing was spreading nasty rumours about me so that lots of other

people would say and do certain things around me to see if I was going to react. If I did, they would take this as a sign of guilt so I made sure to ignore their
stupid behaviour because I realised what these sickos were playing at. I refused to react even though people would try and get a reaction again and again by

doing the same stupid things. It was creepy and obsessive and above all, really sad! Sad, that these pathetic people didn’t have anything better to do with their
lives than to obsess about mine and to listen to malicious rumours and ridiculous lies!

Reading your article was amazing because you hit the nail on the head about this particularly underhand, cunning and devious form of psychological abuse. Your
article was very insightful. Very well done.

September 6, 2010 at 3:10 pm

Aldis Barrett

I have been psychologically abused for years by some very sick, devious and disturbed people. At one point, people used to repeat certain words and topics over
and over again around me in order to sensitise me to these things. Then, I think what they were doing was spreading nasty rumours about me so that lots of other

people would say and do certain things around me to see if I was going to react. If I did, they would take this as a sign of guilt so I made sure to ignore their
stupid behaviour because I realised what these sickos were playing at. I refused to react even though people would try and get a reaction again and again by

doing the same stupid things. It was creepy and obsessive and above all, really sad! Sad, that these pathetic people didn’t have anything better to do with their
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lives than to obsess about mine and to listen to malicious rumours and ridiculous lies! 
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Click on Appoline( HERE)

http://appolinetorture.blogspot.com/

 

From: Leslie williams  
To: trojanhiggs@yahoo.com 

Sent: Wednesday, April 16, 2008 8:01:44 PM 
Subject: PG 1-2 EDIT-PG-4-7-1A-finish 

 
 

So the Next morning Leslie went to the 11:00 Am Meeting and as soon as she got down to the end of the stair's the person who was opening the meeting was
literally saying so loud she was almost yelling everysingle word of what I wrote in the envelope to Pat-Her name is Barbra-she was saying it lierally word for
word-..... then the meeting what a couple people shared was laced with verbal cue's-so after the meeting I left-and walked up to the phone and called Patrick

Robertson to let him know I mailed the money to him and told him that it has been diifficult staying clean because of the craziness going on at my house-he said -
I told him taht i whould only get money from him on tuesday morning or only in case of a real emergency-I told him I got a eviction notice and that if i found a

place i'd be by to pick it up-maybe before our scheduled meeting time on tuesday. 
He said ok-then on the way home I was reviewing again what Kim said 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
THis Illustrates How they verbalyed Cued her to what was written in the Priority envelope in the OPENING MONOLOGE--See above Alcoholics Anonymous and

Hate Dissemination--

Next  Part of a section of Appoline that discussing Repeating the same dialog" the Same Sensitized Dialog"THEN Review THe ABOUT section of AA and Hate
Dissemnation Repeating the Same Phrases Over and Over-Above and conmpare it to this section of the Appoline Timeline of Torture Right below this text-Then
Review Retraumatization-"It's the Reason why they kept repeating these Phrases because they were mentioned as they were Torturing her After you Read THis

Print IT and Save it because YOU WILL UNderstand IT in it's Total Entirity when the whole Timeline is Presented this is Essenstial-Then Review the Video's
concerning Remote Neurol Monitoring and Notice in These Videos how this African American WOman says the same thing that the People are constantley

repeating the same dialog OVER and Over-Print this out THe You Tube Videos and save them and the enclosed PDf on Remote Neural MOnitoring Print that and
save it IT Mattres and will synthsize directley into the whole tiomeline

Now here's a few thing's to consider- 
1: Some of the voice's were te same voice's as they were on steadman- 

2:Leslie has proof that connect's them to steadman and appoline- 
3:as you read on you will see the detail's that clearly illustrate thing's happing inside the apartment that couold've only been brought about by direct human effort.--

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 

REVIEW---------------------------------- 
 
 
 
 
 
 

So after they got this relapse going they decided, after she came home from the motel, was  

http://appolinetorture.blogspot.com/
mailto:trojanhiggs@yahoo.com
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to do what the have alway's done, keep it going-which they did thru tailored clever set's of dialog on Leslie's stairs-PUT VIETCON HERE 
 

now these tailored set's of dialog I call them Script's were tailored along the lines of Leslie's fear's -see what they did was they listened to leslie over the year's
and they observed leslie's reaction's to pervious evection's-THey knew Leslie had really bad pnic attack's when her fear's whould set off her Post Traumatic

Stresss Disorder related to being homeless in the 1980's. 
 

"(In the 1980's Leslie was homeless for almost 8 year's on and off-she went thru alot of extreme anxiety-and quite a few good job's because of it, she lost car's
,including a brand new one-all of these event's stem from coming from a extremely dysfunctional home and going thru a fast divorce which left her homeless-

also.but none of it was due to drugs Lelslie never did drugs in her life in the 80's or before except for pot.)" 
AND HERE  

What Im going to write below is the main vehichle of the worst torture episode's that happened to Ms Williams-it is only 1 form of their stress producing method's-
but it is the 1 that got the torture going in a big way on steadman and how they initiated it again on appoline after they got a 2n'd one going. 

Once leslie got out of the shower she hear'd more script's on her stair's 
they were along the line's as follow's 

"What's she doing in their" 
Oh my god I can't belive it" put appropriate tactic here 

Why don't you call the cop's 
You need to get her out of here 

what is she doing" 
she's got to be on something 

Wht don't you go up their 
I'm calling the cop's 

I'm going up their-i don't care what you say" 
 

See Leslie was tortured on steadman and as anyone can imagime when your tortured and then abused by having to leave your apartment to get away from it and
you end up homeless - 

by the time Leslie got back from Tennesse to Jack's House her PTSD was full blown. 
By the time she got in the apartment on appoline she was numb dissassociated scared frieghtened depressed anxiou's, extremly angry, and isolated once again

and then they sloly potentiate her again when she's is already very ripe for a relapse becuase of what she just went thru because of them-. 
So being very anxious about how this was going to be played out in her life wondering what they were going to do next or when they whould use the landlord as a

playing card leslie started having anxiety attack's that day she felt like all the control had been taken from her-while she was being abused by it while feeling
powerless over it . 

So the stress of coming home and this starting again opened the flood gate's of what happened on steadman and everything she went thru to try and get away
from it and here she is abused right back into it again- 

so the literal schock of it all-stress activate's it again-leslie's so far gone know she dos'nt have the literal ability to stop the adrenaline and her disease kick's in
she relapses',but here's the 2'nd feature of the torture as she's usin-their scripting to keep the event stressfull and kaotic-to keep the relapse going- 

Now here is the vehicle of torture reading it may seem simple-to easy"But torture is'nt a small event to experience,and i belive that in order for you to fully see
what i went thru-you need to really understand trauma and the powerlessness attached to active using. 

 
Can Re-Living A Trauma in Therapy Be A Re-Traumatization? 

 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 
By John A. Speyrer 

Stan Grof in his most recent book (Psychology of the Future, p. 196) asks this question: "Since reliving of traumatic memories is typically very painful, why
should it be therapeutic rather than represent a re-traumatization?" Dr. Grof believes that the Irish psychiatrist Ivor Brown and his therapy team answer this
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question very well. Grof writes,  
They suggested that we are not dealing here with an exact reply or repetition of the original traumatic situation, but with the first full experience of the appropriate
emotional and physical reaction to it. This means that, at the time when they happen, the traumatic events are recorded in the organism, but not fully consciously

experienced, processed, and integrated. 
Grof explains that when a client re-lives this material he is no longer the infant or child he once was, nor is he in the original situation. The consciousness of the

person in the regression is in a two track state and the observing ego becomes a witness to the original emotion and physical components of earlier trauma. Thus
the experience is one of a child or even much earlier, but one who is accompanied in the regression with one's other track which can analyze and evaluate the

feeling from the perspective of a mature adult.  
* * *  

Marcy W. Axness, in a conversation with Raja Selvam, entitled Working With Prenatal Material in Therapy - A Responsible Approach, also examines this
question. Selvam, a practitioner trained in Somatic Experiencing and Bodynamics, feels that if during one's pre-natal work, one's life is not getting better and you
are beginning to feel a loss of vitality then something is wrong with the therapy process. He believes that re-living those early traumas again and again may be

just grooving a brain pattern.  
He believes that after re-living our early traumas we should understand their relation to our present life and then we should come back to the present with a new

option. If you can't do that after a reasonable amount of time, well then, your therapy is not working. Axness asks: So how do you get the therapy to work?  
Selvam explains that during the regression you want to be careful about keeping your process work relatively contained by only do a little piece of your work at a

time. This way it can be integrated. Working with only one very small piece at a time is very important, he believes.  
Raja Selvam feels that often primal therapy doesn't work since the observing ego is lost during the total re-living concept. The witness, the part of the client still in

the adult space, must always be present during the regression. This ego state's role is so important that the therapist should make sure that the client
understands the message he received during the primal and brings it to the present - to the now problem situation which had its origin in the past. Not being able
to let go the old feelings means an inability to correct your perceptions and complete your feelings. "The most important thing is that you always bring the person

back to the present with a different conclusion."  
* * *  

Somatic experiencing psychologist Peter A. Levine (Waking The Tiger: Healing Trauma) believes that such regressive experiences can be a trauma in themselves
and often exacerbate the original trauma. ". . . (T)here is a good chance," Dr Levine writes ". . . that the cathartic reliving of an experience can be traumatizing

rather than healing." Levine believes that ". . . cathartic approaches create a dependency on continuing catharsis and encourage the emergence of so-called "false
memories."  

* * *  
Ingeborg Bosch, a Dutch therapist and author of Rediscovering The True Self (2002), agrees with those who believe that re-living the trauma is not disintegrative

or dangerous.  
She writes:  

In clinical situations I have often observed the opposite of the incorrectly supposed danger of feeling intense pain. Helping a client who is acutely stressed or in a
very fearful state of mind to open up to the fear and connect it to the past in a regression, is relieving. Not dangerous or too taxing. Regressing, feeling old pain
while knowing it is old, is actually a very effective way to engage in so-called symptom reduction (this is Phase One in conventional trauma-treatment) and start

the healing process simultaneously. It is the best tool I have found to help people who are in acute situations of 'ego-disintegration' to retrieve the right perspective
on their situation: 'Whatever I'm feeling, it is not happening now.  

Many therapists also use the strategy of creating a "sate place" when working with traumatized clients. The therapist helps the client to think up an imaginary
place in which she feels completely safe, where she can retreat to whenever she feels overwhelmed by her feelings. Although this might sound nice to some

readers, why would we need to have an imaginary safe place? We would only need such a place if we were not truly safe in the present and we were unable to
change our situation. Such thinking implies it is possible that our feelings could really hurt us, and that we could actually be overwhelmed by our feelings. Both

these ideas are explicit in the concept of the "safe place." The "safe place" concept prevents us from giving in to our worst childhood feelings while knowing that
there is no actual danger, and therefore it takes away the opportunity to come out on the other side of the feeling unharmed.  

Knowing that it is safe to feel all old feelings, that we won't be devoured by them, that they will pass by eventually, and that they are not too much for us to feel, is
an important part of the healing process. It can be painful and unpleasant, but we will come out unharmed and one step closer to being healed. 

 
- (From pages 99-100 of Rediscovering The True Self - Reprinted with permission)  
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